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Ganpati Bappa Morya

EXCELLENCE AWARD

New Horizon Public School is ranked No.1 ICSE school in India based
on ICSE results in 2014, according to an all India survey conducted by
Magazine Education World and No.1 under the category Sports
education and ranked No.4 in Bangalore under the category Top 10
pre-schools in Bangalore and offers K-10 education. New Horizon
Public school, a co-educational institution, is affiliated to the Council
for the Indian School Certificate Examinations, New Delhi.

ABOUT US
NHEI

Founded in 1970, NHEI is carrying the legacy of
innovative education, with the vision and mission of
imparting holistic development to each learner, for the
last 50 years. It is the constant manifestation of the
Institution’s motto ‘In Pursuit of Excellence’ that earned
the prestigious ‘Rajyostava State Award’ in the year
2012.

NHPS

A distinguished name in the educational front of the city,
NHPS is a premiere unit of NHEI, which has carved a
niche for itself by producing 100% distinction result in the
ICSE board exams perpetually. A co-educational
institution, NPHS works relentlessly in realizing its goal of
upgrading quality of learning and presenting newer
learning opportunities to shape budding minds into the
brilliant minds of the future India.

VISION

To be a world-renowned school recognized for
our distinguished teaching pedagogy. Our
vision is to see every New Horizonite emerge as
a trailblazer, holding the torch of knowledge
and armed with learning enhanced by national,
global and multicultural perspectives.

MISSION

Our mission is to offer unparalleled education
to students from different walks of life and
help them become enlightened individuals. We
aim to create an environment of motivation
and support to empower our students to
become front runners in their chosen field. We
endeavour to develop the personality and
character of our students by reinforcing an

VALUES

We believe that focus on value based
education inspires children to adopt values of
integrity, discipline and to live by them. A strong
spiritual, moral & cultural environment
contributes to the student’s academic success,
along with excellent personal character
development.

CHAIRMAN’S PERSPECTIVE
Dr.Mohan Manghnani

Chairman, New Horizon Educational Institution
Dear Parents,
Education is a life long process of empowerment. Moulding the minds of young
impressionable children is one of life’s biggest challenges. At New Horizon Public
School, we believe that children are the future citizens of tomorrow and that the
owners of building a powerful and dynamic India rests on their shoulders. We are
committed to providing a student centric learning environment where different few
facets of a child are nurtured and developed and to ignite within them a spark of
creativity and curiosity. We believe that each child is endowed with a unique set of
abilities and talents.
We focus on providing the students with a platform where they can excel
academically. We also aim at creating a nurturing yet exacting environment to help
unveil their hidden talents and encourage them to direct their potential in the
pursuit of excellence.
It is our endeavour to empower our students to be pioneers in different fields, with
a strong discerning mind, ready to make a mark in society. We hope to create a
society of caring, responsible citizens of tomorrow who will work towards the
betterment of society.
New Horizon Public School with its distinguished pedagogy, state of the art facilities
and highly dedicated teaching faculty has carved a niche for itself not only in
Bangalore but also across India. We are delighted that you have chosen New
Horizon Public School to impart a truly holistic grooming to your child. We welcome
you to a world of empowerment.

PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Anupama Sethi

Principal,New Horizon Public School
Happiness gives us an edge when we may learn new stuff. Science says, positive
emotions flood our brains with dopamine and serotonin. These chemicals not only
make us feel good, but they also improve our memory and ability to learn.
Analysing these facts and understanding the importance of happiness in learning,
we at New Horizon Public School ensure that our students are happy while
learning in the classrooms. Our curriculum is relevant to the learning process and
we have a culture of openness to new ideas in and outside of education. We
embrace innovation in ways to advance the vision of interest based curriculum.
Our staff is competent and motivated. Every teacher at NHPS is encouraged to be
updated about current changes in education. The school is striving to make the
best possible efforts to inculcate values combining with academics
and
co-curricular activities.
Our students are provided with a safe and secure environment which in turn
supports student learning by creating and promoting a physically, emotionally,
socially and academically secure climate for everyone.
Education is an ongoing journey. Learning is a never-ending process. Today the
challenge is to keep the youth engaged, incorporating soft skill development in
them. Parents along with the teachers have a vital role to play in this process. We
look upon our parents as our partners in their children’s progress.
I welcome all the new students, who will be joining the institution. I wish everyone an
enriching experience at New Horizon Public School!

HEADMISTRESS’S MESSAGE
Mrs. Jayanthi Ramakrishna
Headmistress, Pre-Primary Division
New Horizon Public School

Dear Parents,
As Swami Vivekananda rightly said “Arise! Awake! And stop not until the goal is
reached”. We at New Horizon Public School truly believe choosing the right school
for your child is vitally important.
Most parents want a good education for their children but they also want them to
be happy, safe and secure. The value of a strong sense of community is what we
take pride in. We are fiercely committed to providing all our students with an
education of the highest quality.
We know that excellent schools are those that not only promote high academic
standards but also have a deep concern for others. Everything in pre-primary
division is fascinating from academics to play, dance, drama, music, cognition,
communication and social skills. Everything we plan, say and do is done in a very
unique way. We are a powerful and dedicated team of teachers doing our best to
make our kids shine.
To achieve excellence, leadership and teamwork are required and that is why we
seek to build an active partnership with our parents, based on shared goals and
supported by clear and regular communication.
Each child is unique and thus has a unique approach to learning. We assure you
that your child would be at the receiving end of a platform of opportunities that
essentially facilitates holistic development.

INFRASTRUCTURE (Pre-Primary)
CLASSROOMS

The school having undergone a huge make over, now boasts of spacious classrooms welcoming the children into a
space filled with colour and vibrancy. Each classroom speaks volumes of space and lots of light and
cross-ventilation. The walls are lined with cupboards that can accommodate neatly stacked piles of books and
stationary. Gone are the days of blackboard, chalk and duster. Keeping in tandem with technology for a superior
learning experience, each classroom is equipped with a Smart TV and customized learning content prepared by
teachers.

LIBRARY

Libraries store the energy that fuels the imagination. They open up windows to the world and inspire us to explore
and achieve, and contribute to improving quality of our life. The pre-primary library proudly holds about 1000
books. Introducing children to literature in preschool supports kindergarten readiness, promotes early literacy and
supports a love for language and reading.

DANCE ROOM

Our dance studio designed to mirror a performance venue, is a wide, rectangular area with mirrors and where
dance is the joy of movement and the heart of life. Dance teaches us pattern, pulse, rhythm, rhyme and structure,
without the complication of language; it teaches us the way humans bond and express emotion; it gives us pleasure
and encourages imagination and story-telling. Through dance, children develop enhanced sensory awareness,
cognition, and consciousness.

MUSIC ROOM

Music helps develop language and reasoning skills and keeps the mind active. The Music room is equipped with
child-friendly musical instruments to enhance the experience while learning music. A room resonating with rhythm,
beats and tunes are just what these little nightingales in the making need.

ACTIVITY ROOM

Pre-primary cannot be all about books. Learning in pre-primary is fun and activities play a big part in the learning
process. The activity room is just the place where children can forget their academics and instead get their hands
into all kinds of art and their imagination into different genres of stories.

PLAY STATION

Children who play outdoors are more likely to develop stronger reasoning and observation skills. Playing activity
also gives them the opportunity to explore the world from a different perspective. Outdoor play also enables
children to enjoy the natural environment and learn to seek out exercise, fresh air, and activity. Keeping this in mind,
we, at NHPS, give our dear children opportunities to explore and play out in 3 different areas to have hands-on
learning, in the natural environment and stimulate children’s senses through what they hear, touch, see and feel.

WASHROOMS

Hygiene is of utmost importance at NHPS and is our top priority. Separate washrooms for girls and boys are
available on all floors. These are well maintained and sanitized with designated attendants doing the cleaning
rounds on a regular basis. All wash-basins are provided with adequate hand-wash for 100% germ-free
hands.Pre-primary washrooms are fitted with mini wash basins and toilets to ease their washroom visits. A
housekeeping attendant is always present in the pre-primary washrooms for all-time assistance, in addition to the
class attendant accompanying the children for every washroom visit.

INFRASTRUCTURE (Primary- High School)
CLASSROOMS

Functional, well-lit and aptly ventilated classrooms present a conducive set-up for the learners. The vibrant
colours of student safety lockers and theme boards, complement the soothing scheme of the walls along with the
technologically advanced Smart TV, which together represent the spirited ambience of a class.

LIBRARY

The relaxed ambience of the library complements a comfortable reading session for students across genres of
fiction, non-fiction and reference books.

LABORATORIES

Three well – stocked and separate laboratories for Physics, Chemistry and Biology enables students to
understand the concepts learnt in class more lucidly.

COMPUTER LAB

Two state of the art computer labs in the school campus are well equipped with requisites, like computers,
printers, wi-fi and and multimedia.

ART STUDIO

An entirely provisioned room for a smooth conduct of art and craft activities is equipped with adequate storage,
wash basins, round working tables and exhibit boards.

DANCE ROOM

The dance room has every feature like mirrored walls, wooden flooring, wall-mounted sound system, necessary
for students to learn and practice diverse genres of footwork.

MUSIC ROOM

Possessing a motley of musical instruments, the music room provides the scope and space for students to explore
and hone their knack.

OUTDOOR PLAY ARENA

The school is laid out with international-sized basketball and volleyball courts along with dunking rims.

INDOOR PLAY ARENA

Teeming with assorted board games, the indoor arena is furnished with table-tennis, chess and carrom to hone
brain and motor skills.

WASHROOMS

Well-maintained and regularly sanitized washrooms are present at every floor.

PRE-PRIMARY
LIFE IN PRE-PRIMARY

Away from the hustle-bustle on the streets, a step into the pre-primary section while being witness to the
chitter-chatter of the little ones is a welcome change. An atmosphere as welcoming as their own home, teachers
who love and care as their own family, an environment as safe as their own neighbourhood is what Pre-primary
is about. The transition from hesitant steps in the initial days in Nursery to confident and brisk ones, a couple of
weeks later is a sight most relieving to parents and one of pride and happiness for the teachers. The 3 years from
Nursery, through LKg and finally to Ukg is an enlightening growth from self to an overall development, through the
various competitions, activities, festivals, functions that are a part of the pre-primary education.

CURRICULUM AND ASSESSMENT

Pre-Primary Education can be defined as “a set of knowledge along with skills and experience as well as
behavioural rules which provides the essential for coping successfully in everyday life and at school. Pre-primary
education helps to ensure the physical, mental and emotional growth of the child. The child develops his cognitive
skills in the scientific curriculum that nurtures the child. The subjects which are taught for holistic developments
are English language and text, Mathematics, EVS, General knowledge, Art and craft, Rhymes and action songs,
Dance, Storytelling, Co-curricular and extra-curricular activities and Field trips. NHPS strongly believes in
continuous assessment rather than periodical assessment with rote learning. The child is evaluated on a daily
basis and his/her progress is closely monitored.

PRIMARY
CURRICULUM

The Primary Division of New Horizon Public School aims to ensure that every child learns through access to a
broad and balanced curriculum which is adapted to challenge and support individual children. We strive to
create a stimulating learning environment that will engage all children and make them want to learn. This means
that they will develop a love of learning and a natural curiosity that will stay with them throughout their life. We
follow the ICSE curriculum and affiliated to CISCE Board, New Delhi. Our pupils study the following subjects:
1. English Literature & Grammar
2. II language (Hindi/ Kannada)
3. III language (Hindi / Kannada)
4. Mathematics
5. General Science
6. Social Studies

ASSESSMENT

Children are assessed regularly throughout their time at school.
Classes I &II
Internal assessment techniques are used to evaluate the student through continuous and comprehensive
evaluation which enables the teacher to ascertain each child’s achievement.
Classes III & IV
Two monthly tests and two terminal examinations are conducted in all the subjects during the academic year
while encouragement is given to the thought mechanism and problem solving ability.

HIGH SCHOOL
CURRICULUM

The following subjects are taught in the secondary classes:
English I & II
II Language (H/K)
III Language (H/K)
Mathematics
Social Studies (History and Civics, Geography)
Computer Applications
General Science (Physics, Chemistry, Biology)
The school facilitates a choice of elective subjects comprising of Commercial Application, Computer Application,
Economics and Physical Education from Grade IX.

ASSESSMENT

The evaluation procedure for the secondary division is based upon two tests, one terminal examination and one
annual examination during the academic year. A comprehensive report card with details of marks secured in all
subjects is generated for each student after the completion of the exams.
Evaluation for the X std comprise of two exams and two Model Exams to prepare the students for the ICSE Board
Examinations.

OUTSIDE CLASSROOM
ATAL TINKERING LAB (ATL)

(High School)
The present time has witnessed the most technological advances in ages and to keep up with the pace, this
platform fuels the curious minds toward newer technological discoveries and inventions that can eventually
serve a greater purpose building an able nation.

VALUES PLUS

(Primary & High school)
Keeping in mind, the emotional and mental needs of the students in the era of speed and restlessness, the values
ingrained in our culture are taught through Value based classes conducted by ISKCON.

SPORTS

(High school)
The school is to proud to be a part of School Games Federation of India (SGFI) representing in various games like
basketball, volleyball and throw-ball in the junior and sub-junior categories. With galore of sports equipment
such as agility ladders, hurdles, trampolines, battle ropes, resistant bands etc. to prepare the players, the school
participates in around 10-15 tournaments annually with an average success rate of 80% in every academic
session.

DANCE

(Pre-primary)
Along with academic excellence, equal importance is given to physical well-being too. And dance, the oldest form
of human expression, is physical exercise that is great fun and enjoyed by children of all ages. Dancing being a
highly physical activity, it improves muscle tone, increases balance and coordination and improves overall
cardiovascular health of children.Dance is an expression-filled art form, wherein children also learn discipline,
teamwork, focus and improvisational skills.

MUSIC

Music education is an important aspect of providing children with a well-rounded education. When allowed to
work in harmony with other subjects and areas of study, music helps children grow in self-esteem, build essential
skills and prepare for a bright future. Students who have early musical training will develop the areas of the brain
related to language and reasoning. Musical education programs help in building teamwork as part of a band or
orchestra and the students learn how to work together and build camaraderie

DANCE & MUSIC

(Primary & High school)
The school participates and performs in various inter and intra school fests and cultural programmes. It also has
its own band consisting of guitar, drums, keyboard and flute.

DRAMA

Role activities in drama help develop the empathy skills of the child. Dramatic activities help the expression and
control of feelings, motivate undiscovered feelings and sometimes help in discharging negative feelings. Taking
part in activities increases the self-confidence of the child. We at NHPS, offer children the wonderful world of
Drama, where they enact and grow.

ART

(Pre-primary)
Art is a medium, wherein children express their ideas and experiment with materials. NHPS gives opportunities
for children to develop their creativity and fuel their imagination in various forms of art, be it in drawings or then
craftwork. Children are given the freedom to explore different types of colouring using different materials, thus
increasing their awareness in the world of art.

ARTITUDE

Art instruction helps children with the development of motor skills, language skills, social skills, decision-making,
risk-taking, and inventiveness. Visual arts teach learners about colour, layout, perspective, and balance: all
techniques that are necessary in presentations (visual, digital) of academic work. At NHPS, children explore and
discover the colourful world of art and craft with their own hands and learn to invent and create.
(Primary & High school)
The craft empowers students to express themselves beyond words. Art in school educates and promotes the
idea of ‘minimal waste’ and ‘best out of waste’ while learning to work with the conventional variety of
age-appropriate colour tools like paints, crayons, shading pencils, sketch pens, oil pastels along-with the
unconventional art-forms like Mandala’ and ‘Zentangle’.

TALESCOPE – STORY-TELLING

(Pre-primary)
Storytelling helps to enhance cultural understanding, since stories give children the chance to explore their own
and other cultures. When listening to stories, children learn to empathize with unfamiliar situations, places, and
people. The pre primary division has a dedicated group of teachers who conduct ‘Talescope’ wherein they enact
and narrate the stories and make sure the young minds ask lots of questions and are able to spin stories around
characters themselves. A preschool library corner is a distinct area of the classroom with comfortable seating
and hosts a variety of board books, picture books and early readers.

SPEAKING BUDDIES

(Pre-primary)
Language is our primary source of communication. It’s the method through which we share our ideas and

thoughts with others. English has fast become the world’s most widely used and commonly spoken language
today and the need to learn English for kids has increased exponentially with this growth. Using English lessons in
all activities and making it fun and interesting, such as creative play, pictures, movement and songs and giving
English learners time to learn and allowing them to decide when they are ready to participate voluntarily, instead
of pressurizing them is the aim of the special class called Speaking Buddies.

COMPETITIONS

(Pre-primary)
Children who engage in competitions earn critical social skills through interacting with other children, while also
learning the value of hard-work and developing self-esteem and confidence. Thus, we at NHPS offer abundant
opportunities in competitions such as Shloka, Recitation, Dance, Singing, Story-telling to explore and discover
their talent and hone their skills.
(Primary)
We believe that extra -curricular activities make a vital contribution to the all round development of the pupils at
the school. A spectrum of competitions are held throughout the year to cater to the interest of all and to help the
children excel in their individual capacities. Competitions like Kannada, English, Hindi Recitation, Solo singing,
Elocution, dance performance, Fancy Dress, Poster making, Flower arrangement, Art and Craft competitions to
name a few.

FIELD TRIPS

(Pre-primary)
Learning extends beyond the classroom. Keeping this in the forefront, field trips are planned as per the theme of
the month. The destinations comprise of temple, fire station, post-office, restaurant, parks, aquarium, train ride
to name just a few. Thus, we go by the mantra, on-hand learning is the best form of learning.
(Primary)
Field trips are planned regularly to interesting places as part of their learning process such as Lalbagh Botanical
Garden, Freedom Park, Planetarium, HAL Museum, Chocolate Factory, Bakery to empower the children with
knowledge and information. We endeavour to ensure that all children have the opportunity to take part in the
trips.

AFTER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
VEDIC MATH AND ABACUS

(Pre-primary)
The subject of Maths has been a part of education since ancient times. Methodologies of teaching this subject
have evolved over the years. NHPS goes back to its roots and offers the option to parents to introduce their
children to Maths using the age-old techniques of Vedic Maths and Abacus. These methods having the potential
of eradicating the fear of Maths in children, introduces them to a world of (easy calculations, even faster than a
calculator) OR (newly created interest for numbers) These alternate methods of doing Maths will sharpen the
mind, improve speed and accuracy and above all increase mental agility and confidence.

SPORTS

(High school)
(Volleyball, Basketball, Throw-ball, Table tennis, Athletics)
NHPS students from Grade III onwards can join training into any of the above sports after school hours, in the
school quadrangle. The coaching is conducted for 1 hr and 15 mins every weekday by our PT teachers along with
2 external coaches. On exceling, while being coached, children from Grade V onwards get the opportunity to be
selected in the school team, which represents the school in various inter-school competitions.

KARATE

NHPS offers an opportunity for our children to master the art of self-defense, which will help them through their
lifetime.

BEYOND ACADEMICS / EDUCATION
NHMUN

(High School)
As part of a holistic development, the school focuses on helping students to evolve into a confident and vocal
personality, who are conscious about their worldwide socio-political surroundings. Every academic session, the
school conducts a year-long programme held in two phases for the students of Grades 7 till 10, mentoring them
to participate in the “New Horizon Model United Nation”.
Level 1 is with respect to Model United Nations Training programmes or participation in MUN conferences, for the
students with no prior experience.
Level 2 programme is for experienced delegates only and focuses on advanced skills and Executive Board
training.

ANNUAL DAY

(Pre-primary)
The most awaited day that is celebrated in a grand scale is the Annual Day. It is theme based with amazing
display of dance and drama and allows the students to display their talents and build their confidence. Children
showcase their talent with vibrant costumes and a myriad of colour and melody and are professionally
choreographed. Months of hardwork yields a power packed performance and the applause and appreciation by
the audience helps the students to cherish the Annual day as a very important part of their school life.
(Primary & High school)
A gala event that brings the entire school together to help each other put their best foot forward. The novelty of
the programme is to give each student of the institution, their fair share of limelight to enjoy and showcase their
talent .

SPORTS DAY

(Pre-primary)
Little children live on fun and excitement in whatever they do. And Sports Day at NHPS-Pre-primary is not just
about running races. Sportsmanship in healthy competitiveness is what we inculcate in each and every child. To
get the adrenaline pumping and the josh to be triggered, Sports Day is always theme-based. The races are
innovative, the costumes are interesting, the props are creative and the fun is un-limited. In addition to the
children being cheered, we also share in their excitement to cheer for their teachers, parents and their ever-loving
classroom aunties. Fun in exercise has never been better.
(Primary & High school)
A day entirely dedicated to encourage children to come out and relish the sun. The occasion showcases students’
abilities in athletics and various other physical activities.

CARNIVAL

(Pre-primary)
Carnival is an exuberant celebration and a fun filled day at NHPS. The fete organised by the school is open to the
public and offers numerous stalls and games, art and craft corner, face painting along with aromatic food stalls

showcasing the cooking expertise of many parents. It is a great example of active participation, dedication and
coordination of the NHPS Pre primary family.
(Primary & High school)
An extravaganza for the students ‘to let their hair down’ amidst the busy and competitive schedule and enjoy
thoroughly. Assorted stalls ranging from food to decorations, games to mehndi design are all put up to engage
and relish.

HUNGAMA

(Pre-primary)
The love of a family is life’s greatest blessing. Family bonding time helps children learn how to communicate, listen,
create a stronger emotional bond between family members, better performance in school as well as providing an
opportunity to make memories built on fun, laughter and togetherness. We strongly believe in the rich Indian
culture of family system and thus have created a platform called Hungama wherein the child along with his/her
family members perform and exhibit their talent in any form on the stage.

GRANDPARENTS DAY

(Pre-primary)
We at NHPS celebrate each and every relationship. Having a grandparent is a blessing for they nurture the little
ones with love, care and wisdom. Celebrating this bond together we make memories worth a lifetime to remember
and cherish.

GRADUATION DAY

(Pre-primary)
Completion of 3 years in pre-primary is no mean task and it is definitely worth a celebration; a big achievement
announced in a grand way. It is time for our little ones to step out of the cocoon of the pre-primary and take their
first step into formal school. From their initial, hesitant baby steps on the first day at school in Nursery, to their
brisk, confident gait during the Graduation Day ceremony, shows that our children have come a long way, albeit
successfully. It is with pride as well as a touch of sadness, that teachers bid adieu to their babies, who are ready
and confident to take on new challenges henceforth.
(High school)
A bitter-sweet episode that marks the transcendence from a guided journey into an exploration of the new and
unknown. Students of X std, who are moulded with patience and care all this while to confront the world with
confidence, finally bids adieu.

THEME DAYS

(Pre-primary)
What better way to explain the concept of themes, than through play and experience with children being a part of
the theme itself. Colour days, Shape days bring out just the excitement to learn, understand and explain the
respective themes with the extra dose of fun un-limited.

RHYTHM AND RHYME TIME

(Pre-primary)
Rhymes are important for young children because they help develop an ear for the language. Both rhyme and
rhythm help children hear the sounds and syllables in words, which helps kids learn to read. Rhymes help children
with phonemic awareness, which is the knowledge that phonemes are the smallest units of sounds that make up
words. This awareness leads to reading and writing success. Rhyme also teaches children who are learning to
read about the patterns and structures of both spoken and written language. Songs and rhymes expose your child
to the rhythm of the language. This will help them read with some animation in their voice instead of just a
monotone. Rhyme also prepares children to make predictions while learning words and gives them crucial
decoding skills.

ARTITUDE DAY

(Pre-primary)
Art is a medium for children to explore their interest in colours, visualize their imagination and chalk out their
creativity. The forum for this experience is the Art Exhibition “ARTITUDE DAY”, held every year. Children themselves
go through the process of self-discovery, which include dedication, patience and perfection, while creating pieces
of artwork as per the theme. Finally, nothing compares to the pride that shines in the eyes of these young ones,
when their handiwork is finally displayed for one and all to see and admire.

EXHIBITION

(Primary & High school)
A subject-integrated programme that promotes the knowledge of the students gained over the course of the
academic year in various subjects, through display of models, PowerPoint presentations and staging scripts.

FACILITIES AT NHPS
RESOURCE ROOM

NHPS takes sincere interest in the progress of each student and hence comes equipped with a Resource room with
certified Special Educators to help pace up the students with special needs, individually and comfortably.

SICK ROOM

A medically qualified nurse is present to supervise and tend to any primary medical exigency on campus. The room
is also facilitated with beds, to make the child comfortable.

CANTEEN

Serving fresh and wholesome meals, the canteen focuses on the nutritional aspect, especially during the growing
years and consciously avoids selling junks and aerated beverages.

TRANSPORT

Buses ply around numerous routes and can be availed by all. Real-time tracking system is installed in each bus and
a lady attendant accompanies the students for every trip ensuring safety.

SECURITY

Personnel are appointed to secure and safeguard the campus 24X7. CCTV cameras are installed from end to end

SCHOOL TIMINGS
NURSERY

:

9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
(Monday – Friday)

LKg & UKg

:

9:30 a.m. to 2:05 p.m.
(Monday – Friday)

Std. I to IV

:

8:15 a.m. to 2:05 p.m.
(Monday – Friday & specified Saturdays)

Std. V to X

:

8:15 a.m. to 3:25 p.m.
(Monday – Friday & specified Saturdays)

NEW HORIZON TIMES (NHT)

NHT is our colourful in-house newsletter that keeps one glued from the 1st page till the last, giving an update to all
the news and events, awards and achievements, experiences and stories of all our students. It also provides a
platform for the students to hone their writing and journalistic skills NHT is a monthly edition, giving the parents a
peek into the school scenario from the Pre-primary to Std X.

GET IN ,·oucH

New Horizon �:>ublic School

www.nhps.in

